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Advances in Applied Bioremediation (Soil Biology)Springer, 2009
Bioremediation is a rapidly advancing field and the technology has been applied successfully to remediate many contaminated sites. The goal of every soil remediation method is to enhance the degradation, transformation, or detoxification of pollutants and to protect, maintain and sustain environmental quality.
Advances in our understanding of...
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Dengue Virus (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2009
Scientific research on dengue has a long and rich history. The literature has been touched by famous names in medicine- Benjamin Rush, Walter Reed, and Albert Sabin, to name a very few- and has been fertile ground for medical historians . The advances made in those early investigations are all the more remarkable for the limited tools available...
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Under the Radar: The First Woman in Radio Astronomy: Ruby Payne-Scott (Astrophysics and Space Science Library)Springer, 2009
This is the biography of Ruby Payne-Scott (1912 to 1981). As the first female radio astronomer (and one of the first people in the world to consider radio astronomy), she made classic contributions to solar radio physics. 


She also played a major role in the design of the Australian government's Council for Scientific and...
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Sex Hormones and Immunity to InfectionSpringer, 2009
Why sex matters

Among human and nonhuman animals, the prevalence and intensity of infection typically is higher in males than females and may reflect differences in exposure as well as susceptibility to pathogens. Elevated immunity among females is a double-edged sword in which it is beneficial against infectious diseases but is...
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Sparse and Redundant Representations: From Theory to Applications in Signal and Image ProcessingSpringer, 2010

	This textbook introduces sparse and redundant representations with a focus on applications in signal and image processing. The theoretical and numerical foundations are tackled before the applications are discussed. Mathematical modeling for signal sources is discussed along with how to use the proper model for tasks such as denoising,...
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Graph Transformations and Model-Driven EngineeringSpringer, 2010

	This festschrift volume, published in honor of Manfred Nagl on the occasion of his 65th birthday, contains 30 refereed contributions, edited by five of his academic descendants. The types of papers vary significantly, including classic research papers in the style of journal articles, surveys of focused research areas, essays reflecting on...
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Product-Focused Software Process Improvement: 12th International Conference, PROFES 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the PROFES Organizing Committee we are proud to present the
	proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Product-Focused Software
	Process Improvement (PROFES 2011), held in Torre Canne, Italy. Since 1999
	PROFES has grown in the software engineering community and has become a
	premium conference that brings together...
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Super-Resolved Imaging: Geometrical and Diffraction Approaches (SpringerBriefs in Physics)Springer, 2011


	Super resolution is one of the most fascinating and applicable fields in optical data

	processing. The urge to obtain highly resolved images using low-quality imaging

	optics and detectors is very appealing.





	The field of super resolution may be categorized into two groups: diffractive and

	geometrical super...
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Spatial AutoRegression (SAR) Model: Parameter Estimation Techniques (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Explosive growth in the size of spatial databases has highlighted the need for spatial

	data analysis and spatial data mining techniques to mine the interesting but implicit

	spatial patterns within these large databases. Extracting useful and interesting patterns

	from massive geo-spatial datasets is important for many application...
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Classification of Services in the Digital EconomySpringer, 2012

	The classification of services in the digital economy proves critical for doing business, but it appears to be a particularly complex regulatory matter that is based upon a manifold set of issues. In the context of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), when the services classification scheme was drafted in the early 1990s,...
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Fault Analysis in Cryptography (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2012

	In the 1970s researchers noticed that radioactive particles produced by elements naturally present in packaging material could cause bits to flip in sensitive areas of electronic chips. Research into the effect of cosmic rays on semiconductors, an area of particular interest in the aerospace industry, led to methods of hardening electronic...
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Accelerated Partial Breast Irradiation: Techniques and Clinical ImplementationSpringer, 2006

	Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) is being rapidly introduced into the clinical management of early breast cancer. APBI, in fact, encompasses a number of different techniques and approaches that include brachytherapy, intraoperative, and external beam techniques. There is currently no single source that describes these techniques...
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